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GEL PRO Comfort Knee Pads
 Model  867-00

› Gel filled padding provides superior 
comfort and knee support

› Gel pad reduces pressure directly on 
the patella bone

›  Articulating feet grips the surface 
providing excellent stability 

› Elevated face improves stability and 
traction, absorbs impact and helps 
support the knee

› Co-polymer thermoplastic rubber 
prevents marring and scratching 
delicate surfaces

› Maximum protection from cumulative 
trauma when working on your knees 
for long periods 

› Strapping system positioned above 
and below the knee eliminates 
discomfort behind the knee

› Made with 100% PVC-Free materials

› Variations:
  865-00 - GEL Kneepad 
  864-00 - Short style GEL Kneepad

Injected molded 
polyurethane and 
GEL directly into 
an ergonomically 
shaped pad 
to provide 
comfortable knee 
cushioning

Co-polymer rubber  cover 
prevents marring and scratching, 

Sewn cap helps keep debris out

Elevated Face improves 
stability & traction, 

absorbs impact, helps 
support the knee while 

acting like a suction cap 
to prevent  from rocking

Articulating Feet 
absorb pressure 

around the perimeter 
of the knee while 

gripping the surface 
ensuring stability

Extended Heel supports the 
shin & helps distribute body 
weight and reduce stress on 

the ankles and distributing 
the body weight evenly to 
prevent back discomfort

Ballistic Nylon outer 
top cover is highly resistant for 

most work environments

Heavy duty 
binding assures 
long lasting wear

Padded/elastic top strap sits 
above and below the patella while 
webbing strap wraps around the 
back with secure plastic fastening

Padded/Elastic 
strap with plastic 
quick clip button 
closure

Soft fabric inner 
lining wicks 
away moisture 
and provides 
comfortable wear

100% PVC-FREE One Size
Sold per pair
or Case of 15
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